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NOTES ON T H E BREEDING-HABITS OF T H E 
RED-BACKED SHRIKE. 

BY 

J. H. OWEN. 

IN the Felsted (Essex) district the Red-backed Shrike 
(Lanius c. coUurio) used to be a fairly common bird, bu t 
varied considerably in numbers from year to year. In 
1911 I saw fourteen nests within quite a small radius of 
the school. Since then, however, the numbers have 
decreased very much and in the last five summers have 
only averaged three to four pairs. About here the birds 
build in tall, somewhat loose, but wide fences or in fairly 
compact isolated bushes ; the latter is the favourite site. 

In Essex the bird is usually called the " larder-bird." 
I have seen larders containing bees, beetles, wasps, small 
mice and small birds up to the size of a fully fledged 
young Robin. The young Robin I saw was beheaded 
and impaled by a thorn through the skin of the neck. 
A few inches from it another thorn held a bee. While I 
was near this larder the cock Shrike brought another 
bee, but on seeing me he was scared, and the next day 
I found the larder was empty. I think the cock is 
responsible for the larder, and it is usually made during 
the incubation period. When the young are hatched 
their needs, with those of the parents, prevent an 
accumulation of surplus food. I have watched birds 
put an occasional beetle, bee or other insect on a thorn 
during the nestling period, but I have never seen a proper 
larder made then. The larders are not very far from the 
nest, rarely as far as thir ty yards, and never, I believe, 
above fifty, but the distance depends on whether there 
is a suitable bush for a larder near the nest. The larder, 
in all cases I can recall, has been on the side of the bush 
facing the nest. The eggs, numbering three to six, rarely 
seven, are laid daily, and incubation lasts from fifteen to 
sixteen days, and is performed by the hen only as far 
as I have been able to see, 
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The bird is single-brooded, but if the eggs are taken the 
hen will lay again very soon. I t is extraordinary how 
quickly a robbed bird will begin to lay again, even if the 
eggs have been well incubated, and how near the second 
nest is to the first. I remember a bird which, when 
robbed the first time, built a new nest a few yards away, 
and when this was taken, the eggs being on the point 
of hatching, she returned to the same bush which she 
had used for the first nest. The hen is a fairly close 
sitter as a rule, and especially as incubation advances. 
On the other hand, individual birds (as in other species) 
vary very much in the amount of molestation they will 
endure. Some birds will desert the nest very readily, 
even when the eggs are highly incubated, and others will 
put up with almost anything. 

The old birds feed the young on beetles (chiefly), bees, 
wasps, bluebottles, spiders, flies, caterpillars, and snails. 
I have also known them bring stuff which looked like 
rotting animal matter and may have been from a mouse 
or bird in the larder. An insect is not broken up. I t 
is killed by chewing or by beating against a branch, gate 
or stone and is then offered whole to a young one. If 
the latter cannot swallow it, the old bird seizes it again 
and chews it vigorously, thus decreasing the girth and 
increasing the length. Often the insect (such as a beetle) 
has to be picked up and chewed several times before the 
young bird can swallow it, and the parent bird shews 
great irritation as the chewing has to be repeated. Of 
course there are many parts of beetles, bees, bluebottles, 
etc., which are impossible for a nestling to digest. These 
parts are thrown up in the form of pellets and are often 
of amazing size compared with the bird that throws 
them up. When the nestling is young it cannot eject 
such a pellet and the old bird has to lift it out of the 
gape. I t then carries it away and drops it, usually after 
it has perched on one of its favourite alighting spots. 
Both cock and hen feed the young and clean the nest, 
remove pellets, etc., though at first the hen spends most 
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of her time brooding and only goes off for a short spell 
now and then. The cock, when the hen is on the nest, 
hands the food over to her and she pauses, sometimes for 
as much as a minute, with it in her bill to decide whether 
it shall be for her or the young. Both birds swallow the 
dung of the young a t first, but later on it is more often 
carried away and dropped, than eaten. 

RED-BACKED SHBIKB : THE COCK IMMEDIATELY AFTER ALIGHTING 
WITH FOOD. 

(Photographed by J . H. Owen.) 

The hen has a curious habit, while brooding the young, 
of suddenly leaving the nest for an interval of any length 
up to quite a quarter of an hour. Sometimes these 
departures are, I think, to meet the cock for food and 
sometimes she hunts herself. After a short absence she 
usually returns without food and broods ; after a long 
absence she usually goes away again immediately, and 
very often she and the cock will bring food very rapidly 
for the next few minutes. When she comes back to 
brood she usually gives a single " cheep " near the nest 
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before coming to it. When she is brooding the cock 
heralds his approach with a repeated " chee-uck" or 
" ehu-ik, chee-uck." She answers with a " chi-ee-i" and 
at the same time half rises from the nest and rapidly 
flutters her wings, opens her bill and indeed acts just 
as a fledged nestling would. This curious performance 
is also gone through when she is perched. Although the 
hen often eats the food under these circumstances this 
is not invariably the case. At other times when the 
cock brings food the hen calls him with " chee-ay, 
chee-ay," the " ay " being hardly audible. When this 
note is used she does not flutter her wings, but may 
swallow the food herself or pass it on to the young. This 
fluttering of the wings is not confined to the hen, but 
the cock also does it when on one of his favourite perches, 
of which there are usually two or three near the nest. 
I t is rather like a courtship action and this would seem 
especially to be so when first one bird of a pair and then 
the other performs the action on the same perch. 

The young, like the adults, have a variety of notes. 
The food-call they first make is impossible to put into 
letters. At the age of ten days, they greet the parents 
with " chuck, yuck, yuck, yuck," and " ee-uk, ee-uk," 
When they are almost ready to leave the nest, their food-
calls are " chic-chic-chic " and " eheee-eheee-cheec-chuc-
chuc-chuck." When they have left the nest it becomes 
" kee-uk, kee-uk, kee-uk." They then have an alarm 
note, " tick-tick-tick," and a very similar call " chic-
chic-chic." If they are in hiding, after they have left 
the nest, and want food very badly, they ut ter a suc
cession of notes, " che-uk, chee-uk, cheeee-uk, cuck, 
chuck, cheek, cheek, cheek, cheek." If the hiding 
places of the young are approached, the hen becomes 
very noisy with the " chack, chack " alarm note. At 
each syllable she flirts her tail sideways or switches it 
up .and down. As it moves sideways the feathers on 
tha t side fan out and the feathers of the other half close, 
but in the up and down movement the whole tail is 
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slightly spread. The throat is puffed out at the same 
time. 

The young are born blind and have no down. The 
inside of the mouth, tongue, and flanges are all yellow ; 

RED-BACKED SHRIKE : THE HEN AT THE NEST. WAITING TO TAKE 
FROM THE YOUNG PELLETS OR DUNG. A VERY CHARACTERISTIC 

ATTITUDE. 

(Photographed by J . H. Owen.) 

no spots on the tongue ; the roof of the mouth and the 
palate are spurred, but not the base of the tongue. 
Their eyes begin to open on the fifth day. At five days 
old no quills are through, but the wings have t iny hairs 
instead of flight-feathers. At seven days the quills of 
the wings and tail are through, and the fledging-period is 
complete in fourteen to fifteen days, but the young will 
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leave the nest on very little provocation when they are 
only twelve days old. After they have left the nest 
the whole brood go about in a party until the time for 
migration, and keep somewhere in the neighbourhood 
of the nest. 

I have watched both old birds throw up pellets just 
like the young. They often catch their prey, especially 
bees, wasps, flies, etc., with the same swoop from a perch 
that the Flycatchers use. They appear to swallow 
wasps or bees without ever troubling about the sting 
after they haxe beaten the insect thoroughly against a 
branch or something of the sort. 


